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1.05 VNS MATRIX (JOSEPHINE STARRS, 
JULIANNE PIERCE, FRANCESCA DA RIMINI 
AND VIRGINIA BARRATT) 
A Cyberfeminist Manifesto for the 21st Century, 1991 

A Cyberfeminist Manifesto for the 21st Century gave vivid 
expression to the emerging political position of cyberfeminism, 
which aimed to reimagine technoculture from a feminist 
perspective. Produced by the Adelaide, Australia-based 
collective VNS Matrix, the manifesto was splashed across 
a Sydney billboard; wheatpasted in numerous cities; sent by 

fax and em ail; and shared on LambdaMOO, the text-based 
virtual world popular on the early internet. 

The m anifesto can be thought of as an early meme, 
and like many memes today, its tone was confrontational. 
Pronouncing that "we are the modern cunt" and decorated 
with a labia-like motif, the poster w eaponized biological sex 
against technological patriarchy. The billboard version, featuring 
a topless, androgynous unicorn-person with feminine breasts, 
reflected a more expansive feminism that aimed to destabilize 
binary dis~inct~ons imposed on genders and species and 
evoke the t~ntity play that was common on the early internet. 
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southern Australian summer circa 1991 , on a mission to hijack 
the toys from technocowboys and remap cyberculture with 
a feminist bent." -VNS Matrix founding myth1 

From "Feminist Worldbuilding in the Australian Cyberswamp" 
by Claire L. Evans2 

VNS Matrix wrote their manifesto in 1991. two years 
before there was a decent browser wi th which to 
surf the web. lt began as a printed A4 size flyer. with 
the short text mapped onto a sphere bordered by a 
vagina motif. ''We went around the city and pasted 
it up. you know, with the flour paste," da Rimini 
remembers. "Then we actua ll y had to repaste over 

I 

them a couple of days later, because we had a spell
ing mistake."3 

They sent it by fax lo Kathy Acker and Sandy 
Stone and Wired and Mondo and later circu lated it on 
LambdaMOO and IRC channels. They left pi les of 
posters at art galleries and created a billboard version, 
eighteen feet long, for exhibition. The text bulged from 
one spherical fragment of DNA, accompanied by images 
of a chimera unicorn in a shell. When the billboard 
was mounted on the side of the Tin Sheds gallery in 
Sydney, a student from Britain photographed, framed, 
and brought it back to her professor, the cultural theorist 
Sadie Plant, who was working on a curriculum around 
the same themes. In her 1997 book Zeros +Ones, Plant 
draws the link between VNS Matrix and Donna 
Haraway and explains that when they write "the clitoris 
is a direct line to the matrix." they mean both the 
womb-matrix in Latin-and ''the abstract networks of 
communication ... increasingly assembling themse l ves.''-~ 

Sadie Plant and VNS Matrix arc considered 
co-authors of the word ·'cybcrfcminism." Science fiction 

people call th is Steam Engine Time: that moment in 
history when a technology. or an idea, is so bound to 
happen that it's invented by several people at once. Like 
the steam engine. cyberfeminism was inevitable. Many 
of its early champions were feminist artists moving 
online. people like Faith Wilding and Lynn Hershman 
Leeson. In the late 1970s, consciousness-rai sing 
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happened in living rooms, with groups of women sharing 
experiences, but it had global ambitions. The internet 
collapsed the difference. creating the global living room, 
where nurses and teachers could be hackers too. 

Cyberfeminism took up the techno-utopian tone 
of early internet culture and turned it on its head. ll was 
a tone inherited from Ted Nelson, Stewart Brand, and 
the West Coast cyberhippies who believed computer
mediated communication would create a "civilization 
of the mind," as another computer manifesto, John 
Perry Barlow's 1996 "Declaration of the Independence 
of Cyberspace," described it.$ But for VNS Matrix, 
cyberspace was never free of the body. "Lots of com
puter technophiles," Starrs said in 1992, "jack into the 
machine and want to forget about the body, to reject the 
meat of the body. [n our work we're not finished with 
the body, the body is an important site for feminists."6 

Not a civilization of the mind a world of slime. 
The world sketched out in the manifesto was 

soon clamoring with voices. In 1997, a group orga
nized by the Old Boys' Network assembled in Kassel 
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on documcnta X, to clurtly and discuss the intent 
of the mo\cmcnt. It seems they couldn't ngrcc; they 
wrote cybcrlcn11ni~m·s second rnamfesto, the /(JO 

Anu-The1es nj C)hl'rjemmmn. It hstcd e\crythrng 
c~bcrfcmini m wns not. 'I his tncludcd not a mcd1a-• 

hoax, not postrnodcrn. keme pra.ur, and "not about 
boring toys lor bonng boys." 

Cyberfcmmism v.as nothing 1fnot many d•f
fercnt, often contradictory, movements at once. 

"Cybcrfcm111ism only exr ts in the plurol," pronounced 
the Swiss art enuc Y-..onne Volkart at the econd 
International tv.o years later. It could nc\ cr be tru~tcd 
to mean an> smgle, spcctflc approach to fermnic;rn 
at the da\\ n ol the mtemet. I he mtcmct tends to refute 
spccJficJty, fa\onng rnstcad the mult•plc, mukmg 
t>lx:rfcmini m rn all us slipperiness if nothing else, 
rcprcscntntl\ c of the mcdrurn. 
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And such shpperancss is human, which VNS 
Matnx's A C}herfenumst Mcmifesto for the 2/51 
Centu') establrshcs cle.~rly. This rntght be the mamfesto 's 
most lastmg note. It rs a bodtly text m se-..entecn lines, 
It covers cunts, the chton • tongues, slimes, orgasm. and 
a vrrus Domg so, tt articulates femrmsm on the Inter
net a VJsceral related to u cera hme, wetware, 
and btrth It st1ll feels that \Vay mes y, howling but 
liery much ahve 
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art, whtcb explores tlie in emct as ma!cna an 
~. involves an astonishmgly dtYCrse set of 
practices that now stretch back decades. incorporatmg 
aay number of disciplines· painting. pertonnance, 
poeary. creative code. This book considers this hetero
geneous field of practice t>y bnnging together'i.OO 
e"-emplary works of net art, from 1980s an imations 
for the Brazilian Videotex to net\\ ork to artist-made 
vtrtual worlds of the 2010s. Although the \Vorks vary 
widely, looking at them together and in context offers 
a deep understanding of internet culture through time. 
and yields new insight into our networked present. 

Rhtzome, an organization that has championed born
digttal art and culture since its founding in 1996. 
.selected these works for the online exhibition Net Art 
Anthology and its gallery-based spinotT, ·The Art 
Happens Here," which opened in January 2019 at the 
New Museum ofContt!mporary Art in New York. 

Edited by Michael Connor \\ ith Aria Dean and 
Dragan Espenschied 
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